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OUR MISSION
ENSURING THE SATISFACTION OF OUR
CUSTOMERS IS STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Introduction
Dhaidan Al-Ajmi law firm, was established
by Kuwait lawyer Mr. Dhaidan Al-Ajmi who
is a lawyer before the court of Cassation
and Constitutional Court.
Lawyer / Dhaidan Al-Ajmi has approximate
of twenty years of experience.
The law firm has sufficient experience and
know-how to provide the companies with a
solid legal base to keeps pace with Kuwait's
accelerated sustainable development plan.
Dhaidan Al Ajmi law firm aims to create the
team of the most experienced and knowled
-geable attorneys on an international scale
with educated and skilled staff.
The competitive advantage of a law firm is
the best experience of client service and the
good approach of clients which is obvious
and highly appreciated by all.

About Us
Dhaidan Al Ajmi Law Firm provides high-quality legal services and maintains a good clientele with established
companies.
In order to provide unique and high-quality Legal Services, Dhaidan Al Ajmi Law Firm depends on the broad
mentality of Law. In response to globalization and its social and economic aspects, Dhaidan Al Ajmi Law firm
adopts the methodology of multi-national Law experts with specialized consultants in different fields of Law.
The Law Firm has both Local and International divisions.

Our Services
The office provides all legal services to all its customers such as Ministries, Authorities, Departments,
Companies, the governmental and non-governmental establishments and all types of individuals on a
professional and vocational manner where such services are provided through a chosen group of the
professional attorneys, consultants, representatives, and the legal services are from various kinds and
degrees through in legal consultancies, contracts conclusion in all types, following all lawsuits and
cases in all types:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Financial Claims
Labour Claims
Car Accident Compensation
Labour Issues with Oil Companies
Company Law
Maritime Insurance Claims and
Maritime Law
7. Family Law
8. Patents - Trademarks - Copyrights

9. Individual & Corporate
Contracts
10. Tenancy Law
11. Civil Law
12. Commercial Law
13. Notarization
14. Aviation Law
15. Arbitration & Mediation
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Legal Consultancies and Studies
Provision of legal consultancies in criminal, civil,
commercial, administrative, labor, and personal
status fields. Making studies and researches in all
legal scopes.
Providing all consultancy, technical, and accounti
-ng services, making and preparing utility studies
jointly with offices specialized in such fields as we
-ll as providing consultancies and Fatwas related
to the Kuwaiti rules and regulations or the others
foreign laws and rules, therefore, the office hired
many experienced attorneys and consultants hav
-ing large knowledge in laws. while such service
maybe provided in writing to the customers to en
-able them to quote what he needs therefrom to
provide any complaint regarding his case.
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Contracts Preparing & Conclusion
Civil, commercial and administrative contracts preparing
and conclusion (International and National) and to
review them, pleading against the third parties in respect
of their conditions, requirements, giving resolutions and
suggestions in respect of any obstacles meeting the
execution of such legal problems and to follow their
execution in the following issues:

Civil Contracts
Sale- rents - contacts and subcontracts workingagency - deposit- security - guarantee

Commercial Contracts
Agencies, trademarks and sales - companies of all
kinds - commercial mortgage - guarantee - transp
-ort. Commercial contracts: financing-investment supply.
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Administrative Contracts
To review the contracts made by the office's customers with governmental authorities, participating in
negotiations before entering in them and solving problems that may face their execution, and legally
and rightfully request their rights.
The office provides the long experience it has got in contracts preparing. conclusion and making of
contracts and agreements, contractual auditing and to review all the contact words and expressions,
all contracts and translation of all contracting or investment companies and sales contracts of all
types and the office does its
best to find solutions for all disputes that may arise out of the execution of such contracts or their ter
-ms in the future.
Preparing and reviewing all local and international contracts and agreements and giving the legal
opinion
thereon, correction of their spelling and legal mistakes and to avoid all entraps may face their executi
-ons or cause damages to the customers well as the office provides negotiations services and attend
meetings, representing the principal by providing the experienced elements in such field.
Following lawsuits and cases in the legal field in check and review the legal text that must be applied
in the concerned case filed or may be tiled before the courts therefore we assign the legal and technic
-al experiences
available for us while such works shall be done by taking the required legal procedures relevant to pr
-otect the customer's rights with the third parties through the normal or private judgment inside the
state of Kuwait or abroad by the local or international division and utilizing the services of the other of
-fices that at approved inside and outside Kuwait.
Preparing for lawsuits filed by or against the principal in all litigations types makes its case to be legal
and acceptable and to face its litigants through the relevant defense.
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The office directly conducts all various civil, criminal, commercial, administrative, labor, and personal
status cases and lawsuits while cases conducting means representing the other and signing on their
behalf in all case's phases till the execution phase of each lawsuit as per its legal nature.
Our firm is considered one of the law firms with expertise in the field of criminal and civil cases, corpo
-rate cases, intellectual property, combating commercial fraud, liquidation of companies and their
division by satisfaction and judiciary with its distinguished cadres.

Labor disputes

The office's consultants have the adequate experiences to conduct the labor disputes in both private
and oil sectors, the civil service law and the office enjoys its long experiences in compensation field in
respect of accidents arises within work sites, service termination benefits, work contracts conclusion
and to solve any disputes arising out of works contact in respect of the employee's salary, promotion
and labour dues cases.
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The Field of Administrative Justice
The administrative judgment is different from any other kind of judgment due to the matter doesn't
include texts govern the relations and without any suspect that more of the countries business began
to effect and effected by the private sector and individuals and the administrative judgment has
gained an effecting role due to difficulty in managing of lawsuits and cases which need specialized law
-yers and consultants in the legal field so the office management did its effort to hired a numerous
number of those lawyers and consultants having the largest competency in this field of the administra
-tive judgment without any other branch of law what may ensure accurate and competent procedure.

Arbitration and means of problems solution
The office also has the consultancy experiences in arbitration (private judgment) and to represent its
principals before all local and international arbitration departments, preparing arbitration conditions
and the alternative means for disputes resolution where arbitration, mediation and negotiation's may
be made by the office available experiences and the office is ready to provide all technical experience
qualified in this field.
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Penalty Law

This branch of law is considered the most accurate of its
types due to its connection to human life and the threat
to psychological assault, display, and money as well as
the penal texts imposed to protect public money because of the accuracy it needs in understanding the issue at
hand and the necessary legal text applicable to it,
especially since it is most often The accused has restricted his freedom to pending the case, as in the cases of
embezzlement, appropriation of money, forgery, fraud,
bankruptcy crimes, and other crimes related to money
and the office works through its specialized team also in
this field and access to his client to show their rights with
the consultants of the office of long practical experience
in this field which includes It also represents the client in
criminal cases with civil allegations, as well as provides
criminal advice accompanied by legal texts, and judicial
rulings similar to the case at hand, and works to provide
the legal half of the client in order to avoid falling under
the penalty of partial law in the future.
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Banks, finance and investment
Our office has a lot of experience negotiating in bank
-ing disputes and claims arising out of loans, docume
-ntary letter, letter of credit, and all credit contacts. Pl
-edge, Loans, and warranty contacts preparing and
writing, following their registration and recording as
per the legal procedure inside Kuwait and abroad.

Intellectual property, trademarks
and patents
The office provides all types of services to its princip
-als including trademarks, copyrights, and patents
registration, providing advice regarding problems
that may arise in the future and giving the relevant
solutions thereof, and managing the legal cases and
lawsuits related to commercial and trademarks disp
-utes and any violations may be made against them
as well as any disputes may arise out of the intellect
-ual property, patents, and copyrights, insurances,
use, and registration of those rights.
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International Division

Due to existing of lots of international companies working in the state of Kuwait in various fields what
may arise out of legal relationships with similar Kuwaiti companies or individuals. Therefore, the office
established a division to manage the international law which provides services in many fields for the
local and international establishments and companies in order to represent them in the Kuwait
market and the office ensure to the local companies to implement their transactions in abroad
without any legal difficulties and the office has a large experience in providing assistance for the
foreign companies in order to comply with the applicable laws, provisions and regulations applied in
the Arab Gulf Countries in general and in the state of Kuwait in particular, making negotiations and
agreements and any arising rights may be accrued to the foreign principal company's in the state of
Kuwait and to protect the rights of those companies while they are managing business in the state of
Kuwait and other countries and the office have distinctive position in the field of the international case
and lawsuits where the services that the office may provide to the foreign companies include the following: Preparing and reviewing the international contracts and agreements and to clarify them against
any mistakes and errors.
Consultation of international commercial transactions and investments and the laws applicable to esta
-blish companies of the foreign partners. Finding the legal solutions of the foreign companies establish
-ing inside and outside the state of Kuwait.
Provision of legal assistance through offering the legal opinions and advices for the foreign companies
and reviewing their compliance with the international and legal laws and regulations.
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Judgments executions and money
collection
Our office also takes the necessary procedures in
order to execute the judgments rendered by the
legal authorities in the state of Kuwait, the foreign
judgments, the internal and foreign judgments,
and to fulfill all rights and dues either those proce
-dures inside or outside the state of Kuwait.
Collecting of the customer's dues from the third
parties either inside the state of Kuwait or abroad
We would like to refer that our office has the
pleasure to represent our customers such as com
-panies, establishments, or individuals inside the
state of Kuwait and recognized marvelous results.
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About Some Clients
Embassies

Companies

Embassy of United States of America
Embassy of United Kingdom
Embassy of Canada
Embassy of Ireland
Embassy of New Zealand
Embassy of Yemen
Embassy of Poland

[

We wish to get your satisfaction
Lawyer/Dhaidan Falah Al-Ajmi

Kuwait Oil Tanks Company
TNT Company
Nasser Said Al Hajri
Al Reqa Company
Smile Dentistry Center
Al Reqa Cooperative Society
International Entity Company
Sparset Ladies Spa
Al Badiya for masterpiece and Gifts
Delta Al Sharqa Company
Wadi Al Taif Company
Seloyed General Trading and Contracting
Dana Contruction Company
Blue Corner General Trading and Contracting
Company
Galaxy International Trading Company
City Real Estate Center
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